We use point contact Andreev reflection measurements to determine the spin polarization of the transport current in pulse laser deposited thin films of ZnO with 1% Al and with and without 2%Mn. Only films with Mn are ferromagnetic and show spin polarization of the transport current of up to 55 ± 0.5% at 4.2 K, in sharp contrast to measurements of the nonmagnetic films without Mn where the polarization is consistent with zero. Our results imply strongly that ferromagnetism in these Al doped ZnO films requires the presence of Mn. 74.45+c, 72.25.Dc, 75.50.Pp 
The realization of a semiconducting system with spin polarized carriers and above room temperature Curie temperature (T c ) has the potential to lead to a new generation of spintronic devices with revolutionary electrical and magnetic properties [1] . One material of great interest is the doped ZnO system for which ferromagnetism has been observed at room temperature [2, 3] . The origin of ferromagnetism is still open to wide fundamental speculation because in some cases, ferromagnetism is observed without there being a moment on the dopant transition metal ion itself [4] and also because similar ferromagnetic behaviour is observed when ZnO is doped with a non-magnetic element such as carbon [5] . These materials are characterized by unusually high Curie temperatures coupled with low magnetic moments and may be described in terms of a narrow split band of localised [6] or mobile carriers [7] (for CaB 6 in the latter case). These systems are not considered to be dilute magnetic semiconductors in the usual sense but have been proposed to exhibit a new and unusual form of magnetism [8] .
An understanding of these materials was further extended by recent experiments showing that, when ZnO is heavily doped to beyond the Mott limit for metallic conduction (n c ≥1x10 20 cm -3 ), the saturation magnetization, M sat , shows a dependence on the carrier concentration and magnetic dopant density [9, 10] characteristic of the model proposed by Chattopadhyay et al, [11] for the GaMnAs system. Nonetheless, this cannot be the complete picture as the dependence of M sat on n c still shows a large amount of scatter [9] . These results have led some authors to claim that structural or strain effects may be an essential component for the appearance of FM [12] and there is further evidence suggesting that grain boundaries play an important role [13, 14] .
Independently from this current work, ferromagnetism in the Mn doped ZnO system has been confirmed by spectroscopic studies including EPR [15, 16] , X-ray circular dichroism, which probes the magnetic state of the Mn ions [17] , and optical circular dichroism which probes the magnetism of the valance and the conduction bands [9, 18] . In this paper, we show that the Andreev data provides a definitive observation of spin polarized carriers in the bulk of the Mn doped ZnO co-doped with Al in marked contrast to films doped only with Al (ZAO). The measurements support a temperature independence of the polarization (P) in the range of temperatures studied, consistent with the temperature independence of the magnetic moment.
The films used in this study were grown by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) as described earlier, [9, 10] . The films were deposited onto c-plane sapphire and were oriented. The ZnO films were doped with nominally 1% Al, (films B and C) or 1% Al and 2% Mn (film A). The films were grown to be between 120-240nm thick. Film A was characterized at beamline 20-BM at the Advanced Photon Source. X-ray fluorescence data determined the actual Mn concentration to be 3.8 ± 0.3 %. In previous studies, where the TM dopant concentration was found to be higher than nominal, this was attributed to Zn deficiency during the PLD process [19, 20] . As seen in Figure 1 , both the EXAFS and the XANES data are consistent with all of the Mn residing on tetrahedral Zn sites. The edge position in Fig. 1(a) is consistent with Mn 2+ . The strong pre-edge peak near 6540eV is also typical of tetrahedral bonding. Furthermore, the distinct double peaked pre-edge that would result from Mn 3+ in a tetrahedral site [21] was not seen, giving additional confidence that the Mn was predominantly in the 2+ state, as required for magnetism [22] . While a small amount (5%) of secondary phase cannot be definitely excluded, the near neighbour distance and coordination determined by EXAFS is consistent with all of the Mn residing in tetrahedral substitutional sites. As shown in Fig. 1(b) , the Fourier transform of the Mn EXAFS is very similar to a similar transform for the Zn EXAFS from pure ZnO. Also shown in Fig 1(b) is a fit to the Mn EXAFS for the first three shells of atoms assuming Mn in a substitutional Zn site. The reduction in the peak amplitudes is found to be due to increased disorder likely caused by the lattice distortion needed to accommodate the larger Mn 2+ ion. The near neighbor Mn-O distance is about 2.08 Å; this is 0.1 Å larger then the Zn-O distance and similar to that expected for Mn 2+ in a tetrahedral site.
In order to be measured using PCAR, the films were heavily co-doped with Al to beyond the Mott limit and therefore showed metal-like conduction with resistance ratios slightly greater than one [9] . Resistivity as a function of temperature is shown in figure 2a for a ZAO film (film C). Magnetization loops at 5K (figure 2b) indicate that, when co-doped with Mn, the ZAO film is ferromagnetic with a coercive field of 160 Oe and a saturation magnetization, M sat , of 0.4 μ B /Mn (inset to figure 2). The pure ZAO films showed no ferromagnetism at any temperature.
Point contact spectra were obtained using a mechanically sharpened Nb tip as described in [23] . PCAR spectra were fitted according to the Blonder-Tinkham-Klapwijk (BTK) model [24] modified to include spin polarization by Mazin et al., [25] . The important parameters of the fit are the superconducting energy gap, Δ, the spin polarization, P, the interface parameter, Z, and the broadening (including thermal broadening) parameter, ω. We have previously shown that such a four parameter fit is potentially degenerate and a unique value for the transport spin transport polarization is only obtained when there is a minimum in the "χ 2 (P)" fitting procedure as outlined in ref [23] . Briefly, a trial value of P, P trial , is used to calculate the least squares fit to the data using the remaining three parameters. By plotting the χ 2 as a function of P, a minimum in χ 2 (P) is obtained if there is a unique solution for the transport spin polarization. If on the other hand, thermal broadening or inelastic scattering adds smearing to the spectrum such that the effects of P and those of Z on the conductance spectra compensate for each other [26] , a divergence is obtained in the χ 2 (P) which indicates an upper limit of the polarization for that contact, P upper [23] . This is shown in the inset to figure 3 where a spectrum that can be fitted with a transport spin polarization of 46% is compared with a spectrum that shows a divergent χ 2 (P) and therefore can only be fitted with an upper limit P of ~ 30%.
Spectra were fitted assuming a ballistic transport regime. From the range of resistivity values and mean free paths for the films, the contact size was estimated (using the Sharvin formula) to be between 6.7 ≤ d ≤ 9.5nm, compared with a mean free path (λ) of between 0.5 and 2.9nm. Although d is of the same order of magnitude as λ, the fact that the contact is normally composed of many nano-contacts means that our assumption is likely to be robust.
The results of the fitting of a large number of different contacts is shown in figure 3 .
Both types of film (ie.ZAO films with and without co-doping ) show a distribution of P with interface parameter, Z, as has been observed previously in many different systems [27] . The key difference here is that high polarization values are only obtained for film A, ie. the film that is doped with both Mn and Al. For this film, contacts showing P values of up to 55 ± 0.5% were obtained indicating a significant, intrinsic, transport spin polarization. In contrast the pure ZAO films showed a low distribution of P values with an upper value of ~ P upper ≤ 15%. It is important to note however, that the Andreev method used at these temperatures cannot distinguish between P upper of 15-20% and P = 0%, as has been shown previously using Cu as the reference sample [23, 28] . Hence, the fact that Al doped films show P upper ~ 15% is indeed consistent with an unpolarized transport current.
The effect of contact pressure on P, shown in figure 4 , supports our statement that We have also studied the effect of temperature as is shown in figure 5 . As the temperature is increased, so the spectra broaden and the features due to Z and P are smeared out. The χ 2 (P) fitting procedure however, adequately captures the increased smearing and shows that while the smearing increases linearly with temperature, P remains constant and Δ decreases in a manner consistent with BCS theory (Fig. 6) .
These results show quite clearly that, within the temperature range measured here, there is a spin polarized transport current in the Mn doped ZAO thin film consistent with previous reports of (Ga,Mn)As [29] and (In,Mn)Sb [30] . In contrast, the polarization of the transport current in ZAO films without Mn co-doping and which show no ferromagnetism at any temperature is consistent with that of an unpolarized metal, such as Cu. The origin of the ferromagnetism in TM doped ZnO, especially if the ZnO is highly n-type, is a matter of considerable debate, for a review see [31] .
Moreover, issues of phase segregation and impurity contribution to the magnetic moment are always of considerable concern [32], however the results presented here bring significant clarity. Unlike many of the studies that show phase separation and particularly nanoparticulate or spinel contributions to the magnetism [33, 34] respectively [18] . However, it has also been suggested that spinel phases such as ZnMn 2 O 4 [35] and Mn 2-x Zn x O 3-y [36] or even uncompensated spins in antiferromagnetic particles could be enough to cause the apparent observation of ferromagnetism in such thin films [34] . Although the temperature dependence of the magnetization, the absence of a low energy band edge characteristic of Mn oxide phases in the MCD [9] as well as the evidence from the EXAFS and XANES data, would suggest that such secondary phases are unlikely to be the cause of the ferromagnetism observed here, the PCAR is a low temperature probe. Based on the PCAR alone therefore, we cannot make statements concerning the ferromagnetism above 10K. Nonetheless, we note that a spin polarization can only be observed using PCAR when there are mobile spin polarized carriers, eliminating uncompensated AFM spins as the origin of the spin polarization observed. Moreover, the fact that the majority of the spectra measured across the entire film surface show high spin polarization strongly suggests that this spin polarization is distributed throughout the film. The detection of a mobile, distributed, spin polarized transport current indicates that, even were unidentified nanoparticles, or isolated Mn x O y phases, the cause of the ferromagnetism observed in the films, these nanoparticles have to polarize the transport electrons in the thin film. In summary therefore, the observation of the polarization in the ferromagnetic film supports the contention that ferromagnetism is a bulk effect.
Moreover, it is interesting to note that the 4.2K M sat value of 0.4μ B /Mn (or equivalently 0.014μ B /Zn) can, in fact, be accounted for by using the bulk value of P = 55% and the measured carrier density (1.32x10 21 cm -3 ). This observation is consistent with a model whereby a spin-split conduction band would adequately account for the low temperature magnetic data [6, 7] . We cannot extrapolate P to temperatures above the T c of Nb (9.2K). Nonetheless, we do note that the saturation magnetization is roughly constant with temperature up to room temperature (figure 2), even though the spin polarization of the carriers may be expected to be reduced by this temperature [37] .
In conclusion, we have shown that thin films of highly n-type ZnO co-doped with Mn and Al and which show ferromagnetic behaviour have a low temperature transport spin polarization of at least 55 ± 0.5%. In contrast, thin films of highly n-type ZnO doped with Al only and which are not ferromagnetic at any temperature, show spin transport polarization values consistent with that of Cu, ie. unpolarized. It is unphysical to attribute the results to uncompensated, localized, spins on the surfaces of antiferromagnetic nano-inclusions, implying that the ferromagnetism is only supported by the presence of Mn in these ZAO films. Interestingly, Panguluri et al, have recently demonstrated that in In 2 O 3 the presence of the TM dopant was not a necessary component for carrier-mediated ferromagnetism in that system [38] .
Clearly, much work remains in order to establish the role of the TM ion in carrier mediated ferromagnetism and spin polarized transport and that this may indeed be system dependent. The present data also show that any secondary magnetic phase present would have to polarize the transport current of the film to adequately explain our observations. This result has significant implications for the technological development of devices based on spintronics materials. . Also shown, spectra for which there is only a maximum limit for P, P upper , for film A (X) and film C ( ). Lines are guides for the eye. Inset shows the method of obtaining P and P upper based on the χ 2 (P) method. 
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